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Chicken Soup for the Soul Babies combines sweet stories 
with humorous lessons to bring out little one's best 
behavior!

Imparting life lessons that warm the heart with heaping 
spoonfuls of good humor.

Chicken Soup for the Soul 
BABIES

Board
Fiction
Age 0-3 years
Pages 24
Trim Size 6 ½ x 8 ¼
Series Chicken Soup 
for the Soul BABIES
Series Rights World

Now available and forthcoming:
Chicken Soup for the Soul BABIES: Everyone Says Please (Except Cat)
(October 2021)
Chicken Soup for the Soul BABIES: Everyone Shares (Except Cat)
(October 2021)
Chicken Soup for the Soul BABIES: Me. You. Us. (Whose Turn?)
(April 2022)
Chicken Soup for the Soul BABIES: Fast AND Slow (Both Just Right!)
(April 2022)
Chicken Soup for the Soul BABIES: Now! (Barks Dog) 
(June 2022)
Chicken Soup for the Soul BABIES: Stuck. (What Do I Do?) 
(October 2022)
Chicken Soup for the Soul BABIES: Playdate with Bear
(March 2023)



Chicken Soup for the Soul Kids combines sweet stories and 
humorous lessons to help kids put their best foot forward.

They call themselves the Sunshine Squad: five friends (and one 
tagalong little brother) who decide to be superheroes. They have 
courage, capes, and even a secret clubhouse.

Chicken Soup for the Soul 
KIDS

Jacketless Hardcover
Fiction
Age 4-7 years
Pages 32
Trim Size 8 x 8 
Series Chicken Soup 
for the Soul KIDS
Series Rights World

Now available and forthcoming:
Chicken Soup for the Soul KIDS: The Sunshine Squad
(November 2021)
Chicken Soup for the Soul KIDS: Sophie and the Tiny 
Dognapping
(November 2021)
Chicken Soup for the Soul KIDS: Will Mia Play It Safe?
(June 2022)
Chicken Soup for the Soul KIDS: Oliver Powers Through
(June 2022)
Chicken Soup for the Soul KIDS: Lucas’s Tricky Day
(October 2022)
Chicken Soup for the Soul KIDS: The Wishing Garden
(March 2023)





Hardcover and Paperback
Fiction
Age 3-6 years
Pages 32
Trim Size 9 ½ x 9 ½ 
Series Storytelling Math
Series Rights World

Lia & Luis: Who Has More? 

The Animals Would Not Sleep 

Luna’s Yum Yum Dim Sum

Bracelets for Bina’s Brothers

Look Grandma / Ni Elisi

Usha and the Big Digger

Forthcoming:
Again, Essie (May 2022)
Too Small, Tyson (October 2022)



Up to My Knees!
Circle! Sphere!
The Last Marshmallow
What Will Fit?

Grace Lin 

Board
Fiction
Age 0-2 years
Pages 16
Trim Size 6 x 6
Series Storytelling Math
Series Rights World

Caldecott Honor winner Grace Lin celebrates math for 
every kid, everywhere!

Storytelling Math celebrates children using math in their daily 
adventures as they play, build, and discover the world around 
them. Joyful stories and hands-on activities make it easy for kids 
and their grown-ups to explore everyday math together. 





Baby Loves Angular Momentum on 
Hanukkah!
Baby Loves Electrical Engineering 
on Christmas!
Baby Loves Lunar Phases on 
Chinese New Year! 
Baby Loves Photosynthesis on St. 
Patrick's Day!

Ruth Spiro 
Illustrated by Irene Chan

Board
Age 0-3 years
Nonfiction
Pages 20
Trim Size 7 x 7
Series Baby Loves Science

Holidays
Rights World

Big, brainy science for the little listeners.

Accurate enough for experts, yet simple enough for baby. 
Beautiful, visually stimulating illustrations complement age-
appropriate language to encourage baby's sense of wonder. 
Parents and caregivers may learn a thing or two as well.



Series



Planting a Garden in Room 6
Caroline Arnold

Hardcover 
Nonfiction 
Age 3-7 years
Pages 40
Trim Size 9 ½ x 8 ½
Series Life Cycles in Room 6
Rights World

Kindergarteners learn the joys of gardening in this close-up look 
at how plants grow.

A visit to Mrs. Best's classroom is always inspiring! Follow a classroom 
of real kindergartners as they grow a garden full of healthy vegetables. 
Joyful photographs show kids planting seeds, tending the seedlings, 
and harvesting (and eating!) the results. An exciting introduction to the 
math and science involved in growing a garden. 

The Life Cycles in Room 6 series follows Mrs. Best’s real kindergarten 
class as they help things grow. This photo-illustrated series engages 
readers with hands-on science in the classroom and beyond.

Also by Caroline Arnold
Rights World

March 15, 2022



Global Baby Playtime
Maya Ajmera 

Board
Nonfiction
Age 0-3 years
Pages 16
Trim Size 6 x 6
Series Global Babies
Photo Illustrations 16
Rights World

Babies everywhere love to play! The newest edition of 
the best-selling, photo-illustrated Global Babies series.

Each page features adorable photos from babies all around 
the world, making for the perfect baby-shower gift or first 
bedtime read for the toddler in your life. Part of the proceeds 
from this book's sales will be donated to Global Fund for 
Children to support innovative community-based 
organizations that serve the world's most vulnerable children 
and youth.

Series Rights World



Ralph Masiello's Unicorn Drawing 
Book
Ralph Masiello

Hardcover and Paperback
Activity
Age 6-9 years
Pages 32
Trim Size 8 ½ x 11
Series Ralph Masiello 
Drawing Series
Rights World

Step-by-step diagrams show young artists how to draw fantastic 
unicorns of all kinds in the newest addition to the popular Ralph 
Masiello drawing series.

Series Rights World
Rights Sold Simplified Chinese 



Fans of King & Kayla and Charlie & Mouse will love this 
delightful beginning chapter book series that celebrates 
friendship every day of the week!

With imagination and humor, Every Day with April and Mae brings all 
there is to know and love about friendship to life in a way kids can both 
relate to and learn from making this a perfect fit for young readers 
ready to step up from picture books.

Every Day with April & Mae
Megan Dowd Lambert
Illustrated by Briana Dengoue

Hardcover
Fiction
Age 5-8 years
Pages 48
Trim Size 6 x 9 
Series Every Day with 
April & Mae
Series Rights World

Publication:
October 2022:
April & Mae and the Tea Party: The Sunday Book
April & Mae and the Book Club Cake: The Monday Book
April & Mae and the Soccer Match: The Tuesday Book
April & Mae and the Talent Show: The Wednesday Book

March 2023:
April & Mae and the Animal Shelter: The Thursday Book
April & Mae and the Sleepover: The Friday Book
April & Mae and the Movie Night: The Saturday Book



Ages	0	to	3



Yum! Yuck!
A Book of  People Sounds
Linda Sue Park
Julia Durango
Illustrated by Sue Ramá

Board
Nonfiction 
Age 0-3 years
Pages 24
Trim Size 7 x 7
Rights World                  

Yum, yikes, yuck, wow! How are sound words said in 18 different 
languages?

At a busy street market, kids eat ice cream and exclaim, "Yum!", 
"Geshmak!" (Yiddish), and "Bah-bah!" (Farsi). Then disaster strikes: 
"Yikes!" and "Oh-gah!" (Yoruba). A little dog overturns a spice cart, 
getting pepper on everyone's ice cream.

Will the kids end the day boo-hooing "Hai-hai" (Hindi) or cheering 
"Ballay-ballay" (Punjabi)? Energetic art and a clever story make 
exploring languages fun.

February 8, 2022



Night Train, Night Train
Robert Burleigh
Illustrated by Wendell Minor

Board
Nonfiction 
Age 0-3 years
Pages 26
Trim Size 7 x 5
Rights World                  

Ride the rails of the night train in this beautifully rendered journey 
conducted by renowned artist Wendell Minor and frequent 
collaborator Robert Burleigh.

Rhyming, lyrical text describes the sights and sounds of a nighttime 
journey from country to city on a passenger train in the 1940s. Largely 
painted in black and white, breathtaking illustrations feature pops of 
color as the train continues its trip until the full-color spectrum appears 
as dawn breaks and passengers arrive at the station. A nostalgic and 
innovative choice for readers fascinated by trains.

February 1, 2022



Picture	Books



Diving Deep: Using Machines to 
Explore the Ocean
Michelle Cusolito 
Illustrated by Nicole Wong

Hardcover
Nonfiction
Age 5-8 years
Pages 32
Trim Size 9 x 11
Rights World
Rights Sold Korean

From snorkeling to freediving, SCUBA, submarines, and 
Challenger Deep, discover the different technologies scientists 
use to explore the ocean in this deep-sea STEM picture book. 

How does ocean exploration work? What kinds of machines and 
equipment help researchers under the sea? How deep can we dive to 
find out more about the plants and animals that live in the ocean? For 
fans of Alvin from Flying Deep, Diving Deep introduces all the ways 
humans have figured out how to engage with, explore, and learn from 
the oceans.

Also by Michelle Cusolito 
and Nicole Wong

Rights World

Rights Sold Korean
Simplified Chinese
Turkish

June 14, 2022



Hardcover
Nonfiction
Age 6-9 years
Pages 40
Trim Size 10 x 8
Rights World
Rights Sold Korean

Simplified Chinese
Romanian
Turkish 

Summertime Sleepers
Animals That Estivate

Melissa Stewart 
Illustrated by Sarah Brannen

2022 Robert F. Sibert 
Informational Book Honor Book

Everyone knows about animals that hibernate in the winter. But it's 
time to discover animals that sleep all summer long!

All science classrooms discuss animals that hibernate during winter 
months, but few know about animals that estivate--a prolonged sleep 
during hot or dry periods. Dual layers of text awaken readers to the 
reasons estivating animals become dormant--whether it's because warm 
weather threatens food supply or to avoid increased body temperatures. 
From the ladybug to the salamander, from the lungfish to the desert 
hedgehog, twelve estivating animals and their habits--both when sleeping 
and awake--are explained through clear text and elegant watercolor 
illustrations that create a scrapbook feel.

Also by Melissa Stewart and Sarah Brannen
Rights World
Rights Sold Korean

Simplified Chinese



Mimic Makers
Kristen Nordstrom 
Illustrated by Paul Boston

Hardcover
Nonfiction
Age 7-10 years
Pages 48
Trim Size 11 x 8 ½
Rights World
Rights Sold  Korean

Romanian
Turkish

WINNER: 
AAAS/Subaru SB&F Prize for Excellence in Science Books

Who's the best teacher for scientists, engineers, AND designers?
Mother nature, of course!

When an inventor is inspired by nature for a new creation, they are practicing 
something called biomimicry. Meet ten real-life scientists, engineers, and 
designers who imitate plants and animals to create amazing new technology. 
An engineer shapes the nose of his train like a kingfisher's beak. A scientist 
models her solar cell on the mighty leaf. Discover how we copy nature's good 
ideas to solve real-world problems!



Honeybee Rescue: A Backyard 
Drama
Loree Griffin Burns 
Illustrated by Ellen Harasimowicz

Hardcover
Nonfiction
Age 5-8 years
Pages 40
Trim Size 9 x 9
Rights World

Fans of the Scientists in the Field series will love discovering 
ways to save and protect bees through the eyes of a honeybee 
rescuer.

Follow honeybee rescuer Mr. Nelson as he expertly removes a colony 
of bees from Mr. Connery's barn (with a vacuum!) and helps it relocate 
back to a hive. Photographs of Mr.Nelson’s relocation of the colony 
help bring the honeybee rescue to life.

Nature lovers and scientists-to-be will be abuzz as they learn all the 
ways to keep honeybees (and our ecosystem) safe.

May 10, 2022

Also by 
Loree Griffin Burns and 
Ellen Harasimowicz

Rights World



April 5, 2022

The Gardner of  Alcatraz
A True Story
Emma Bland Smith
Illustrated by Jenn Ely

Hardcover 
Nonfiction
Age 5-8 years
Pages 40
Trim Size 8 1/2  x 11
Rights World

A prisoner gardens his way to freedom in this inspiring picture-book 
biography.

When Elliott Michener was locked away in Alcatraz for counterfeiting, he was 
determined to defy the odds and bust out. But when he got a job tending the 
prison garden, a funny thing happened. Thoughts of escape were replaced 
with new interests and skills--and a sense of dignity and fulfillment. Elliott 
transformed Alcatraz Island, and the island transformed him.

Told with empathy and a storyteller's flair, Elliott's story is funny, touching, and 
unexpectedly relevant. Back matter about the history of Alcatraz and the US 
prison system today invites meaningful discussion.



Show and Tell! Great Graphs and 
Smart Charts: An Introduction to 
Infographics
Stuart Murphy
Illustrated by Teresa Bellón

Hardcover
Nonfiction
Age 7 – 10 years
Pages 48
Trim Size 11 x 8 1/2
Rights World

A visual-learning expert races up the charts and graphs math 
success with kid-friendly content sure to help with homework.

Want to find the most popular meal in the cafeteria? Compare town 
sports enrollments? Or maybe you just want to know who burps the 
most in your family! Learn what line graphs, bar graphs, pie charts, and 
pictographs are and how and when to use them to represent data.

Each project shows how to build a chart or graph and ties it all together 
with a creative infographic that really puts the A in STEAM (Science, 
Technology, Engineering, ARTS, and Mathematics). Whether used as 
an introductory aid or to underscore previous knowledge, the book 
prepares today's visually savvy children to succeed in school and life by 
analyzing the world around them.

October 11, 2022



Where Do Creatures Sleep at 
Night?
Steven J. Simmons 
Illustrated by Ruth Harper

Hardcover
Nonfiction
Age 3-7 years
Pages 32
Trim Size 10 ½ x 9 ½ 
Rights World

Animals sleep, just like you! But where? And how? Let's take a 
look at what creatures do / when you are asleep and the day is 
through . . .

We're used to seeing animals during the day, but where and how do 
they sleep at night? From butterflies to bees and frogs to fish, from 
birds to horses and squirrels to bunnies, plus cats and dogs, this sweet 
book in rhyme shows kids where animals bed down while kids are also 
asleep. Following a brother and sister on a farm where all the animals 
can be found, this book teaches and delights!

Coming this fall from 
Steven J. Simmons 
and Ruth Harper

Rights World



Moving Words About a Flower
K. C. Hayes
Illustrated by Barbara Chotiner

Hardcover 
Nonfiction (Poetry)
Age 4-7 years
Pages 40
Trim Size 10 x 8
Rights World
Rights Sold Turkish

Words tumble, leap, and fly in this clever shape poem about a 
resilient dandelion.

The inspiring story of a dandelion that survives against all odds, 
ingeniously told through shape poems (also called "concrete poems") 
full of visual surprises. When it rains, letters fall from the sky; and when 
seeds scatter, words FLY!

Each playful page will have readers looking twice. The back of the book 
includes more information about the life cycle of the humble, incredible 
dandelion.

March 8, 2022



August 9, 2022

Five Hiding Ostriches
Barbara Barbieri McGrath
Illustrated by Riley Samels

Hardcover 
Fiction
Age 3-7 years
Pages 32
Trim Size 9 x 9
Rights World

Count five fast ostriches as they flee—and hide—from a 
lurking lion in this playful, rhyming twist on an early concepts 
counting book! 

Five ostriches run, stomp, and hide from a sneaky lion. . . . But a 
surprise ending reveals that the lion is only trying to play hide-and-
seek! The back of the book includes five fun facts about ostriches 
and an idea for a game that will inspire your little readers to get 
moving, too.

Also by 
Barbara Barbieri McGrath

Rights World



SumoPuppy
David Biedrzycki 

Hardcover
Fiction
Age 5-8 years
Pages 48
Trim Size 9 x 11
Rights World

A funny and read-aloud worthy sequel to the best-selling SumoKitty
brings two unlikely friends together in this hilarious dog-meets-cat 
adventure perfect for pet lovers.

SumoKitty has taken on an apprentice--but can this eager puppy truly 
learn the ways of a feline?

SumoKitty tries his best to teach an eager but undisciplined puppy the 
feline ways of catching mice. But this rambunctious newcomer doesn't 
seem cut out for the job. She drools, snores, and chases away the mice 
with her constant barking! Can she find a place in the sumo stable--and in 
SumoKitty's heart?

Also by 
David Biedrzycki

Rights Sold Greek
Italian

October 18, 2022



Invasion of  the Unicorns
David Biedrzycki

Hardcover
Fiction
Age 4-8 years
Pages 40
Trim Size 9 x 11
Rights World
Rights Sold Italian

He's just a cute little unicorn who wants to take over the world.

Special Agent Bubble07 is undercover on planet Earth. His mission: to 
decide whether his team of alien unicorns should invade Earth. Posing 
as a stuffed animal, he infiltrates the home of Earthling Daughter, 
where he puts up with dog slobber, tea parties, and show and tell. Will 
the unicorn blow his cover and call for backup? Or will his alien heart 
be won over by storytime, snow days, and snuggles?

Also by David Biedrzycki



The Froggies Do NOT Want to 
Sleep
Adam Gustavson

Hardcover
Fiction
Age 3-7 years
Pages 40
Trim Size 11 x 8 ½
Rights World

Prepare for a different kind of bedtime book--a zany, imaginative 
adventure to send your little froggies off to dreamland. Not since 
David Weisner's Tuesday have frogs had so much fun!

Why go to bed when you can play the accordion, dance underwater 
ballet, and hold burping contests with strange alien lifeforms? For every 
kid who ever came up with an outlandish excuse for why it can't be 
bedtime yet, these froggies' antics will delight and entertain. Acclaimed 
illustrator Adam Gustavson's raucous authorial debut shows parents 
there's more than one way to do bedtime.



Ten Beautiful Things
Molly Beth Griffin 
Illustrated by Maribel Lechuga

Hardcover 
Fiction
Age 5-8 years
Pages 32
Trim Size 11 x 8 ½
Rights World

A heartfelt story of changing perspectives, set in the Midwest. Ten 
Beautiful Things gently explores loss, a new home, and finding 
beauty wherever you are.

Lily and her grandmother search for ten beautiful things as they take a 
long car ride to Iowa and Lily's new home with Gran. At first, Lily sees 
nothing beautiful in the April slush and cloudy sky. Soon though, Lily 
can see beauty in unexpected places, from the smell of spring mud to a 
cloud shaped like a swan to a dilapidated barn. A furious rainstorm 
mirrors Lily's anxiety, but as it clears Lily discovers the tenth beautiful 
thing: Lily and Gran and their love for each other.



Shhh! The Baby’s Asleep
JaNay Brown-Wood 
Illustrated by Elissambura

Hardcover
Fiction
Age 2-5 years
Pages 32
Trim Size 10 x 10
Rights World

From a dedicated author of casual diversity titles, this story asks 
whether one big, boisterous family can stay quiet while baby 
sleeps!

Baby is finally asleep. But everyone is much too noisy! Can Mom, 
Daddy, Grammy, Pop Pop, Shae, Dante, Rover the dog, and even the 
neighbor keep quiet? Of course Baby is eventually awakened. But one 
savvy little narrator knows just the way to make his baby sister fall back 
asleep: by reading a good book to her, of course. A hilarious cast of 
characters will keep readers laughing throughout this amusing 
celebration of early literacy and intergenerational family relationships.

Also by                        
JaNay Brown-Wood
Rights World



What's in Your Pocket?
Heather Montgomery 
Illustrated by Maribel Lechuga

Hardcover
Fiction
Age 4-8 years
Pages 48
Trim Size 11 x 8 ½
Rights World

Charles Darwin, George Washington Carver, and Jane Goodall 
were once curious kids with pockets full of treasures!

When you find something strange and wonderful, do you put it in your 
pocket? Meet nine scientists who, as kids, explored the great outdoors 
and collected "treasures": seedpods, fossils, worms, and more. 
Observing, sorting, and classifying their finds taught these kids 
scientific skills--and sometimes led to groundbreaking discoveries. 
Author Heather Montgomery has all the science flair of a new Bill Nye. 
Book includes the Heather's tips for responsible collecting.

Also by 
Heather Montgomery

Rights World



February 2, 2022

Powwow Day
Traci Sorell 
Illustrated by Madelyn Goodnight

Hardcover
Fiction
Age 4-8 years
Pages 32
Trim Size 9 x 9
Rights World

In this uplifting, contemporary Native American story, River is 
recovering from illness and can't dance at the powwow this year. 
Will she ever dance again?

River wants so badly to dance at powwow day as she does every year. 
In this uplifting and contemporary picture book perfect for beginning 
readers, follow River's journey from feeling isolated after an illness to 
learning the healing power of community.

Additional information explains the history and functions of powwows, 
which are commonplace across the United States and Canada and are 
open to both Native Americans and non-Native visitors. Author Traci 
Sorell is a member of the Cherokee Nation, and illustrator Madelyn 
Goodnight is a member of the Chickasaw Nation.Rights World

Also by Traci Sorell



The Leather Apron Club
Jane Yolen 
Illustrated by Wendell Minor

Hardcover
Nonfiction
Age 7-10 years
Pages 32
Trim Size 9 x 11
Rights World

A powerful celebration of libraries from master storyteller Jane 
Yolen. Benjamin Franklin introduces his son Billy to the Leather 
Apron Club, where it's love at first page.

Best-selling author Jane Yolen introduces readers to the Leather Apron 
Club. Not only was the Club the first successful lending library in the 
United States--it also exists to this day as the Library Company of 
Philadelphia! Careful readers will notice that the story cleverly 
incorporates famous sayings from Ben Franklin's Poor Richard's 
Almanack, underscoring the lasting impact of words.



August 9, 2022

Abuelita and I Make Flan
Adriana Hernández Bergstrom

Hardcover 
Fiction
Age 5-8 years
Pages 32
Trim Size 9 x 11
Rights World

Anita loves to bake with her abuela, especially when they are 
using her grandmother’s special recipes for Cuban desserts like 
flan!

Anita is making flan for Abuelo’s birthday, but when she accidentally 
breaks Abuelita’s treasured flan serving plate from Cuba, she struggles 
with what to do. Anita knows it’s right to tell the truth, but what if 
Abuelita gets upset? Worried that she has already ruined the day, Anita 
tries to be the best helper. After cooking the flan, they need a serving 
dish! Anita comes up with a wonderful solution.

Complete with a glossary of Spanish terms and a traditional recipe for 
flan, Abuelita and I Make Flan is a delicious celebration of food, culture, 
and family.



August 23, 2022

Brand-New Bubbe
Sarah Aronson
Illustrated by Ariel Landy

Hardcover 
Fiction
Age 4-7 years
Pages 32
Trim Size 8 1/2 x 11
Rights World

Jillian isn't so sure she needs a third grandma now that her stepdad 
is joining the family, but can her brand-new Bubbe win her over?

When Jillian joins Bubbe for some mom-mandated matzo ball soup 
making, she realizes she has room in her heart (and stomach!) for one 
more grandmother. But how can she convince Noni and Gram she still 
loves them just as much? A super soup celebration, of course! Chaos in 
the kitchen leads to matzo ball soup, spicy gazpacho, meatball soup, and 
a trio of grandmas united in their love for their family.

Complete with all three soup recipes, Brand-New Bubbe captures the 
warmth of blended family and honors the joys of cooking with the ones 
you love.



Incredible Shrinking Lunchroom
Michal Babay
Illustrated by Paula Cohen

Hardcover
Fiction
Age 5-8 years
Pages 32
Trim Size 8 1/2 x 11
Rights World

This modern retelling of the classic Yiddish folktale and Caldecott 
Honor book It Could Always Be Worse asks: What do you do 
when the school lunchroom gets too crowded?

The students at Parley Elementary have a hard time using the space in 
their lunchroom efficiently. When they get tired of shoving and arguing, 
they write a letter to their principal asking for help. She responds by 
moving all the science projects into the lunchroom. Now it's even more 
crowded! Through a series of letters and increasingly hilarious 
scenarios, the lunchroom gets more and MORE chaotic. When the 
principal finally announces that the lunchroom is once again only to be 
used for lunch, the students are overjoyed with the result.

July 26, 2022



September 20, 2022

Forever Cousins
Laurel Goodluck
Illustrated by Jonathan Nelson

Hardcover 
Fiction
Age 4-7 years
Pages 32
Trim Size 8 x 10
Rights World

In this Native American story, Kara and Amanda are best-friend 
cousins. Then Kara leaves the city to move back to the Rez. 
Will their friendship stay the same?

Kara and Amanda hate not being together. Then it's time for the 
family reunion on the Rez. Each girl worries that the other hasn't 
missed her. But once they reconnect, they realize that they are still 
forever cousins. This story highlights the ongoing impact of the 
1950s Indian Relocation Act on Native families, even today.

This tender story about navigating change reminds readers that the 
power of friendship and family can bridge any distance.



Keepunumuk: Weeâchumun's 
Thanksgiving Story
Danielle Greendeer, Anthony Perry, 
and Alexis Bunten
Illustrated by Gary Meeches Sr.

Hardcover
Fiction
Age 3-7 years
Pages 32
Trim Size 11 x 8 1/2
Rights World

In this Wampanoag story told in a Native tradition, two kids from 
the Mashpee Wampanoag tribe learn the story of Weeâchumun 
(corn) and the first Thanksgiving.

The Thanksgiving story that most Americans know celebrates the 
Pilgrims. But without members of the Wampanoag tribe who already 
lived on the land where the Pilgrims settled, the Pilgrims would never 
have made it through their first winter. And without Weeâchumun 
(corn), the Native people wouldn't have helped.

An important picture book honoring both the history and tradition that 
surrounds the story of the first Thanksgiving. 

August 2, 2022



Archie Celebrates Diwali
Mitali Banerjee Ruths 
Illustrated by Parwinder Singh

Hardcover
Fiction
Age 3-7 years
Pages 32
Trim Size 8 x 10
Rights World

It's Diwali! Archie's favorite holiday. But what if her school friends 
don't enjoy it as much as she does?

Archana loves her family's annual Diwali (deh-vah-lee) party. When a 
thunderstorm drenches the outside decorations and knocks out the 
power, Archie wonders if everything will be ruined. How can there be a 
festival of lights without any electricity?



March 8, 2022

Smitten with Kittens
Florence Minor
Illustrated by Wendell Minor

Hardcover 
Fiction
Age 3-7 years
Pages 32
Trim Size 9 x 9
Rights World

Snuggly, fun, bouncy, and playful--who isn't smitten with 
kittens? A simple, rhyming story perfect for kitty loving kiddos 
everywhere!

Get smitten with kittens in this rhyming picture book perfect for 
read-alouds. There's so much to love about kittens--from their cute 
little mews to their unstoppable mischief-making! Turn to the back 
of the book for fascinating facts about cat behavior and care.



Middle	Grade



October 25, 2022

Sarah Albee
Illustrated by Kaja Kajfez

Hardcover
Fiction
Age 9 – 12 years
Pages 176
Trim Size 7 ½ x 9 
Rights World

Meet twenty-one women throughout history who broke fashion and 
norms to do something groundbreaking in this unique middle-grade 
collection that celebrates trailblazers and troublemakers.

Girls and women have historically been denied access to work, been 
blocked from the arts, refused the opportunity to lead and fight, and much 
more, simply because of their gender. From Hatshepsut to Joan of Arc to 
Frida Kahlo, Troublemakers in Trousers highlights twenty-one women who, 
for different reasons, wore men’s clothing, pretended to be men, and broke 
the rules in order to do something they wanted—or needed—to do.

The perfect modern-day introduction to women throughout history who 
broke boundaries and pushed the limits set by society.



Hardcover
Nonfiction
Age 10 and up
Pages 112
Trim Size 7 ½ x 10
Includes 40 illustrations and 
6 maps
Rights World
Rights Sold Russian

April 12, 2022

How to Build a Human
Pamela S. Turner
Illustrated by John Gurche

How did we become who we are? With trademark wit, acclaimed 
science writer Pamela S. Turner breaks down human evolution into 
the seven most important steps leading to Homo sapiens. How, 
when, and why did we:

1. stand up,
2. discover pointy objects,
3. get big heads,
4. take a hike,
5. invent barbecue,
6. start talking (and never shut up), and
7. become storytellers?

This fascinating, wickedly funny account of our evolutionary journey 
turns science into an irresistible story. Vetted by experts at the 
Smithsonian's Human Origins Program, the book also features incredibly 
detailed portraits by celebrated paleo-artist John Gurche that bring our 
early ancestors to life.



The Way I Say It
Nancy Tandon

Hardcover
Fiction
Age 10 and up
Pages 240
Trim Size 5 ½ x 8 ½ 
Rights World

Sixth-grader Rory's story of his impossible-to-hide speech 
challenge and middle-school drama is perfect for fans of 
Sharon Draper's Out of My Mind.

Rory still can't say his r's, but that's just the beginning of his troubles. 
First Rory's ex-best-friend Brent started hanging out with the mean 
lacrosse kids. But then, a terrible accident takes Brent out of school, 
and Rory struggles with how to feel.

Rory and his new speech teacher put their heads together on Rory's 
r's (not to mention a serious love of hard rock and boxing legend 
Muhammad Ali), but nobody seems to be able to solve the problem 
of Rory's complicated feelings about Brent. Brent's accident left him 
with a brain injury and he's struggling. Should Rory stand up for his 
old friend at school--even after Brent failed to do the same for him?
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Twelve-year-old Collin has a plan to survive any worst-case 
scenario. Avalanche? No problem. Riptide? Stay calm. He's 
100% prepared for every disaster...except maybe his home 
life.

Collin is always prepared for something to go wrong. Ever since 
he lost his mom in a car accident, he's been journaling about how 
to overcome things like avalanches, riptides, or even a bad case 
of halitosis. Meanwhile, Collin's father grows more distant by the 
day, and has started hoarding things throughout their house. 
Determined to hide his home life from his friends, Collin navigates 
middle school alongside the hilarious and clueless Liam, and 
Georgia, who Collin may have feelings for. Can Collin learn to be 
vulnerable around those he loves, even when he can't control 
every possible scenario?
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Klynt's days on her Papa's farm are the all the same, even 
during wartime. Until the robodog, that is. A dystopic but 
heartwarming novel-in-verse perfect for fans of Pax by Sara 
Pennypacker.

In a future United States, civil war is devastating a country on its last 
legs. On one side: the Patriots. On the other: President Vex's corrupt 
government. In the middle: everybody else, just trying to survive. The 
war is going from bad to worse, but out in the sparsely populated 
Worselands, twelve-year-old Klynt Tovis doesn't see much of it.

Instead, Klynt spends most of her long summer days bored, or 
restoring artifacts in her Museum of Fond Memories. Real pet dogs 
are a thing of the past: after they were found to be carriers of a 
sickness the government ordered them all killed. But one day an 
incredible antique shows up at the farm: a D-39 robodog, "Real as a 
dog can be!" Klynt is overjoyed, but the good luck doesn't last. When 
the war makes its way into the empty Worselands, she and D-39 find 
themselves thrown into an epic journey for survival and hope.

Through the twists and turns of this riveting read, Irene Latham deftly 
shows how kindness can appear in unexpected places during 
uncertain times.


